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Schedule 
 
Wednesday 22nd November 
13.00 - 13.05 Opening Remarks: Patrick Blackburn 
13.05 - 13.45 David Jakobsen, Peter Øhrstrøm and Per Hasle: In Celebration of Past, Present and 
Future 
13.45 - 15.00 Keynote: Thomas Müller: A chance for the present in branching space-times 
15.00 - 15.20 COFFEE 
15.20 - 16.00 Aneta Markoska-Cubrinovska: Time and Truth in “The Craft of Formal Logic”: Prior’s 
early temporal semantics born from reflexions on Diodorus and Boole 
16.05 - 16.45 Anne Gerdes: Deontic Logic and Branching Time Models 
16.50 - 17.30 Giuseppe Spolaore and Fabio Del Prete: Now there will be trouble. Two puzzles of 
tense-modal forcing 
  
Thursday 23rd November 
      9.15   -   9.55   Zuzana   Rybaříková:    Łukasiewicz and Prior: Free Will, Temporal Logic and Philosophy 
10.00 - 10.40 Sayid Bnefsi: Thank Goodness That's Not Me 
10.40 – 11.00 COFFEE 
11.00 - 11.40 Ciro de Florio, Aldo Frigerio, Alessandro Giordani: Tense and Omniscience 
11.45 – 13.00  Keynote: L. Nathan Oaklander: The Passage of Time  
13.00 – 14.00 LUNCH 
14.00 - 14.40 Francesco Gallina and Giuseppe Spolaore: The coat problem. Counterfactuals, 
truth-makers, and temporal specification 
14.45 - 15.25  Antje Rumberg: Transition Semantics and the Passage of Time 
15.25 - 15.45 COFFEE 
15.45 - 16.25 Roberto Ciuni and Carlo Proietti: TRL semantics and Burgess’ formula 
16.30 - 17.10 Valdi Ingthorsson: Presentism and Cross-Time Relations 
  
Friday 24th November 
  9.15 - 9.55 David Rey: A Note on the Expressive Power of Temporal Discourse in Natural Language 
10.00 - 10.40 Hope Sample: Kant on Time and Change: A series or B series or Both? 
10.40 – 11.00 COFFEE 
11.00 - 11.40 Florian Fischer: Persistence reconsidered: Beyond the endurance/perdurance 
distinction 

11.45 – 13.00 Keynote: Valentin Goranko: Playing with time and playing in time  
13.00 – 14.00 LUNCH 
14.00 - 14.40 Ciro de Florio, Aldo Frigerio, Alessandro Giordani: Logical Framework for the Spotlight 
Theory of Time 
14.45 - 15.25 David Jakobsen: The Significance of the Prior-Smart Correspondence for the Rise of 
Tense-logic 
15.25 - 15.45 COFFEE 
15.45 - 16.25 Elton Marques: The truth about Osmo 
16.30 - 17.10 L. Nathan Oaklander: Ingthorsson, McTaggart's Paradox and the R-theory of Time 
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Abstracts of Keynote Talks 

 
Thomas Müller: A chance for the present in branching space-times 
 
Arthur Prior supported a presentist position in the philosophy of time, but he acknowledged 
several challenges to that view. Relativity theory is often taken to pose a particularly 
worrisome threat. According to Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity, simultaneity is relative 
to an observer, and no objective, general notion of simultaneity is available. Therefore, it has 
been argued, no metaphysically serious notion of the present can be viable. Prior's own 
reaction was to recommend "digging our heels in here" and to insist that even if a 
metaphysical notion of the present has no physical support in Einstein's theory, it should still 
be accepted as real. If one insists that the real present should be formally represented in a 
space-time theory, this means that extra structure will need to be added. Several options for 
this move have been researched, most notably by Rakić (1997), who presented formal 
results showing that a conservative addition of a representation of the present via space-like 
hypersurfaces is possible in the Minkowski space-time of Special Relativity. 
In my talk I will present a different option that has not been much discussed: I will investigate 
in which way indeterministic branching structures can help to provide a formally coherent 
definition of the present. Prior himself pioneered the formal theory of branching time; Belnap 
(1992) extended the branching histories approach to space-time theories. In his resulting 
theory of branching space-times, local indeterminism (chancy events) can be represented by 
sets of alternative transitions. Combinations of such local instances of indeterminism can 
provide the basis for a  definition of the present of a possible event as a space-time region 
that can have a wide variety of shapes. The formal result I will present supports Prior's view 
that we should distinguish between the space-time coordinates of relativity theory and real 
space and time. 
 
L. Nathan Oaklander: The Passage of Time  

 
The passage of time is an inescapable feature in our experience and our lives. Now that I 
am in my seventies and see photos of myself when I graduated from college, got married 
and had young children, I am keenly aware of time passing. Yet, what Augustine famously 
said of time may be equally said of the passage of time from which it is inseparable: “What, 
then, is time? Provided that no one asks me, I know. If I want to explain it to an inquirer, I do 
not know.” When we begin to reflect we soon realize that there is something puzzling about 
time passing. The ordinary notion of passage or passing, is a spatial notion, and not a 
temporal one. We talk of passing through small towns on our drive through upstate New 
York, or passing a car on the highway, or passing a football 50 yards for a touchdown. 
These are all examples of something moving through space. However, when something or 
someone passes or moves through space it also moves through time. Thus, if time itself 
passes, and our model is spatial, it too would have to pass through time. In that case, we 
would need a second time-dimension in which time passes. Presumably, the second 
time-dimension would also move through time, requiring the need for a third time-dimension 
in which the second time-dimension moves and so on indefinitely. This doesn’t seem right, 
so we should not think of events in time passing in the way we think of objects in space 
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passing. How then should we understand the passage of time? The aim of my presentation 
is to answer that question. 

 
I shall proceed by briefly discussing three views that are each reflective of what we 
commonsensically believe about time—the temporal property view, presentism, and the 
open future view, also known as “the growing block”—that are not only incompatible with 
each other, but are problematic on their own. Since these views assume the existence of 
time (and thus passage) in attempting to understand the passage of time, we are left to 
wonder what then can be done? Is there a better way of understanding temporal passage? I 
think there is, but to do so we must recognize that the passage of time is timeless. To 
explain this enigmatic and counterintuitive claim, I will consider the R-theory (or relational 
theory) after Russell who Richard Gale called “the father of the B-theory.”  
 
Valentin Goranko: Playing with time and playing in time 
 
I will present game-theoretic semantics (GTS) for the branching time temporal logic CTL. In 
GTS truth of a formula is defined as existence of a winning strategy of the proponent in the 
respective evaluation game. I will compare, both conceptually and technically, the GTS with 
the traditional, compositional semantics for CTL and will show how the GTS naturally 
generates alternative `time-bounded’ semantics, where time limits are imposed on players to 
demonstrate the truth of the formula they claim to be true. I will then discuss some aspects 
of CTL with the nonstandard finitely-bounded semantics and will mention briefly some 
technical results, including complete tableaux and axiomatic system for it. 

 
The talk is based on a joint work with Antti Kuusisto (University of Bremen) and Raine 
Rönnholm   (University   of   Tampere).  
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Abstracts of Full Papers 
 
David Jakobsen, Peter Øhrstrøm and Per Hasle: In Celebration of Past, Present and 
Future 
 
A.N. Prior’s Past, Present and Future was published 50 years ago in 1967 and was clearly a 
milestone in the development of tense-logic. It is a mature and comprehensive presentation 
of the basic concepts, systems and issues in tense-logic. In addition it also contains a 
number of interesting ideas that later led to important further developments of the field. Past, 
Present and Future represents a culmination of Prior’s struggle with the problem of 
determinism (including his study of the tension between the doctrines of divine 
foreknowledge and human freedom). Prior’s study of the problem of determinism led him to 
a reconstruction of the famous Diodorean Master Argument which had for centuries been 
regarded as a strong argument in favour of determinism. In his further analysis of the 
problem, he made extensive use of tense-logic and the idea of branching time. However, in 
Past, Present and Future Prior also stresses that time as such should not simply be 
understood in terms of branching time diagrams. Such diagrams should be seen not as 
direct representations of time but rather as figures helpful for understanding a deeper 
tense-logical structure.  
 
 Aneta Markoska-Cubrinovska: Time and Truth in “The Craft of Formal Logic”: Prior’s 
early temporal semantics born from reflexions on Diodorus and Boole 
 
Arthur Prior’s unpublished manuscript “The Craft of Formal Logic”, written in 1950-51, 
contains his early ideas about time as a semantic concept. Years before he would publish 
his tense logic, Prior contemplated the construction of a semantic theory of propositional 
logic in which propositions are interpreted as functions of time instants. These ideas are born 
from reviewing historical material, and particularly from his analysis of Diodorus’s conditional 
and Boole’s propositional algebra. He suggests that ‘P entails Q’ could be expressed 
formally as ‘∀i(Pi → Qi)’, where ‘i’ stands for an instant of time, and ‘Pi’ stands for ‘p is true 
at i’. On the pages of “The Craft”, time is considered as a variant of possible worlds, both 
terms understood as alternative bases for a general semantic theory of propositional logic, 
as well as of modality, coined in quantificational terms.  
 
Anne Gerdes: Deontic Logic and Branching Time Models 
 
This paper discusses the role of time in relation to a logic of obligation. By way of 
introduction, deontic logic is presented, and shortcomings in monadic and dyadic systems 
are discussed. On the backdrop of these observations, the paper argues that deontic logic 
could benefit from incorporating tense logic. Here, the paper takes departure in Thomason’s 
tense logical model for branching time, which he introduces to describe deontic modalities 
and discuss philosophical issues concerning the relation between time and obligation. In 
continuation thereof it is shown how Thomason’s philosophical observations may be clarified 
by turning to Prior’s notion of branching time, viz. the Ockhamistic model.  
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Ciro de Florio, Aldo Frigerio, Alessandro Giordani: Tense and Omniscience 
 
In the traditional theism, God is often said to possess two different attributes through 
statements such as: 1) God is omniscient, and  2) God is a timeless entity. Some 
scholars have argued that no entity can instantiate both these attributes, since no 
timeless entity can possibly know what time is it now. As Prior has it, if God is out of 
time, His knowledge is limited. 
 
In the present paper, we propose a definition of omniscience which is consistent with 
this constraint and put the Compatibilism/Incompatibilism debate into a general 
framework in which the metaphysical assumptions underlying the different positions 
are completely explicit. In more detail, we provide two logical systems which allow us 
to adequately characterize the main intuitions at work. Within these frameworks we 
will actually prove (i) that in a frozen, untensed, universe God can be immutable and 
omniscient and (ii) that in a dynamic, tensed universe, God cannot be omniscient 
and immutable. Thirdly, we put forward a new conception of the connection between 
human and divine knowledge which allows for all the desiderata: an immutable, 
eternal, omniscient God in a tensed world. In order to do that, we will introduce a 
final logical system where, provided some crucial conditions are accepted, it is 
possible to combine immutability and omniscience.  
 
Francesco Gallina and Giuseppe Spolaore: The coat problem. Counterfactuals, 
truth-makers, and temporal specification 
 
Standard semantic treatments of counterfactuals appeal to a relation of similarity between 
possible worlds. Similarity, however, is a vague notion. Lewis suggests reducing the 
vagueness of similarity by adopting a principle known as ‘late departure’ (LD): the more the 
past two worlds share, the more they are similar. LD has several virtues. However, as 
Bennett points out, a standard semantics based on LD suffers from the so-called coat 
problem. In a nutshell, we are led to assign counterintuitive truth-values to counterfactuals 
whose antecedent time is left underspecified. In the present paper, we argue that the coat 
problem may be solved by defining a time- sensitive notion of similarity. To illustrate, we 
assume a Priorean, tensed language, interpreted on branching-time frames in the usual, 
‘Ockhamist’ way, and we enrich it with a counterfactual connective. Within this framework, 
we define a time-sensitive relation of similarity, based on Yablo’s work on truth-makers and 
partial truth. In the resulting semantics, which has independent interest, the coat problem 
does not arise.  
 
David Rey: A Note on the Expressive Power of Temporal Discourse in Natural 
Language 

 
In this note I examine the arguments of Cresswell (1990) and van Benthem (1977) in favor of 
the view that the expressive power of a natural language amounts to explicit quantification 
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over times. Section 1 describes the structure of Cresswell’s line of argument in his book 
Entities and Indices. In sections 2-4, I criticize the examples given by van Benthem and 
Cresswell to support the claim that an intensional theorist needs to posit infinite indices and 
infinite now/then-operators in order to capture the power of English temporal discourse. In 
section 5, I echo Yanovich’s (2011, 2015) recent observation that Cresswell’s proof in the 
fourth chapter of his book does not show that an operator-based language with infinite 
indices and infinite now/then-operators is equivalent in power to a system with explicit 
quantification over times.  

 
Hope Sample: Kant on Time and Change: A series or B series or Both? 

 
When interpreters orient Kant in relation to contemporary philosophy of time, they claim that 
the B series is dependent on the A series. However, I claim that the opposite direction of 
dependence is also supported, due to Kant’s position that change is both intelligible and 
involves incompatibility. This paper extends the contemporary description of Kant’s 
philosophy of time to show that Kant endorses the interdependence of A series and B series 
views on time. 
 
Florian Fischer: Persistence reconsidered: Beyond the endurance/perdurance 
distinction 

 

In this paper, I will argue that we need to consider the ‘change-makers’ if we want to provide 
a comprehensive theory of persistence. The classical theories of persistence, endurantism 
and perdurantism in all their flavours, are content with avoiding the looming contradiction in 
the context of Leibniz’s Law. They do not account for how change is brought about. I argue 
that this is not sufficient to constitute a theory of persistence and I will introduce 
produrantism as a new access towards a comprehensive approach.  

 
David Jakobsen: The Significance of the Prior-Smart Correspondence for the Rise of 
Tense-logic 
 
The correspondence between Arthur Norman Prior and J.J.C. Smart was significant for 
Prior’s development of tense-logic. This article will provide a brief introduction to the 
correspondence, its importance and the letters available at the Bodleian Library. Focus will 
be on the early part of their correspondence from 1953 to 1955 in the crucial time at which 
Prior developed tense-logic. Prior was influential in making Smart sceptical about 
Wittgenstein’s view on pseudo-relations. This article will focus on what Skorupski (2013) 
calls the Analytic School in providing a framework for understanding Wittgenstein’s influence 
on Smart. Of central importance will be the discussion of internal relations. A discussion will 
also be given of signs of Wittgenstein’s influence from Smart’s early authorship in River of 
Time in 1949. Prior appears to have convinced Smart of the superiority of the subsuming 
logical relations under the operator. When Prior, however, disclosed the invention of 
tense-logic to Smart, it is clear from the correspondence that Smart did not find Prior’s 
tensed operators convincing. Indeed, it turns out that Smart warned Prior against presenting 
tense-logic at the John Locke Lectures. Two questions are raised with regard to Smart’s 
warning: Why did Smart warn Prior against presenting tense-logic at the John Locke 
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Lectures, and why was Prior’s tense-logic so well received? An argument is tentatively given 
based on the novelty of Prior’s tense-logical operators to account for what Van Cleve (2016) 
calls objectivity without objects. 
 
Elton Marques: The truth about Osmo 
 
Richard Taylor advances an interesting fatalistic narrative based on the story of Osmo 
(Taylor, 2015, pp. 44-51). After presenting both the fictional character of Osmo and Taylor’s 
arguments, we offer a reply that preserves two features: the contingency of future facts and 
Osmo’s free-will, despite his “quietist” attitude. Finally, we defend that Osmo’s attitude is 
acceptable, even if we don’t end up with a fatalistic metaphysical description of the world. 
This entails that there are attitudes not grounded in reasons, but rather in things such as 
habits, the “phenomenology of sensations”, and so on. If this is so, then the final conclusion 
on metaphysical claims may have a very weak bearing on human behaviour. In order to 
refuse an understanding of Osmo’s scenario as if it necessarily entail fatalism, the approach 
connecting ockhamism and eternalism will be important.  
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Now there will be trouble. Two puzzles of tense-modal forcing

Giuseppe Spolaore (Padua) & Fabio Del Prete (Tolouse)

A warm-up puzzle. Context: It is September 7, 2013 (time m). Tokyo has just been elected host city of
the 2020 Olympic Games by the International Olympic Committee (IOC). At m you can felicitously and
truthfully say:
(1) Now Tokyo will be hosting the 2020 OGs.
By uttering (1) at m, you convey the implicature that (2) was false at some previous time m0:
(2) Tokyo will be hosting the 2020 OGs.
Intuitively, however, (1) entails (2), hence (2) must also be true at m, whence, by the assumption that the
accessibility relation underlying the future tense operator is transitive, it follows that (2) was also true
at any time preceding m, including m0. Therefore, it seems that by uttering (1) at m you both implicate
that (2) was false at m0 and entail that (2) was true at m0. This should make your utterance of (1) sound
infelicitous (cf. ? Mary has two children. She has given birth to one boy and two girls.). But (1) looks
perfectly good. How is this possible?
The solution. We propose a solution to this puzzle based on a general notion of forcing relation, where,
intuitively, a forcing relation R holds between a state s∗ and an eventuality e∗ when s∗ determines the
occurrence of e∗, in a sense of “determine” which is context-sensitive. On our analysis of sentences like
(1), “now” is a dyadic modal operator with a complex semantics:

(a) it is anchored to a state s∗ which obtains at reference time and has been established in previous
discourse; s∗ is sometimes described by an optional internal argument of “now”, S1, in the form of
a that-clause (e.g. “Now that IOC has made its plan, Tokyo will be hosting the OGs”; see [3]).

(b) it introduces a forcing relation R, of which s∗ is one relatum;
(c) it triggers a forcing reading for its external argument, S2, whereby the forcing relation R is predicated

to occur between s∗ and the eventuality e∗ described by S2.
Moreover, we propose that the utterance of pnow Pq at t generates a conversational implicature concerning
the behaviour of the forcing relation R at times alternative to t, to the effect that R does not hold at such
alternative times. To exemplify, “now” in (1) is anchored to a state s∗ containing the contextually relevant
IOC-plan and triggers a forcing reading of (2) – its plan reading – whereby a plan-forcing occurs between
s∗ and a future event of Tokyo hosting the 2020 OGs; moreover, by uttering (1), you implicate that the
plan reading of (2) was false at previous times, i.e., that there was no plan held at previous times according
to which Tokyo was to be hosting the 2020 OGs.
Analysis of forcing readings of pNow Pq

We model forcing relations in a possible-worlds setting in which modal properties of states can vary across
times (similarly to what happens in Thomason’s treatment of historical modalities). In the definition below,
“R” is a variable which can be instantiated by different types of forcing relations (see examples in the next
section for some possible types of forcing, other than forcing from a plan).

Definition of R-forcing A state s∗ in world w∗ at time t∗ R-forces the occurrence of an eventuality of type
P (in symbols, 2R

s∗(w
∗, t∗)[λw.λ t.λe.P(w)(t)(e)]) if and only if a P-eventuality occurs in all R-type alter-

natives to w∗ at t∗ which are compatible with s∗ (in symbols, ∀w[R-alts∗(w∗, t∗,w)→∃e(P(w)(t∗)(e))]).

The interpretation of “now” in sentences pnow that S1, S2
q, in their forcing reading, can be now formalized

as the following complex function (the formula “CGc(Q(s∗)(w)(t∗))” is a definedness condition on the
now-function, requiring that it be common knowledge in context c that the Q-state s∗ holds in world w at
reference time t∗ – in other terms, state s∗ must be presupposed):

[[now]]c,g,w = λ t∗.λ s∗.λQ.λP : CGc(Q(s∗)(w)(t∗)).2R
s∗(w, t

∗)[P]

1
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Sentence (1) can now be formally analyzed as follows, where we assume that the reference time t∗ =
September 7, 2013 (in this case, t∗ is also the time of the utterance context c), @ is the world of c (“Q”
might be understood as corresponding to the that-clause “that IOC has made its plan”).

[[Now [Q] [will(Tokyo be hosting the 2020 OGs)]]]c,g,@ = 1 iff
(λ t∗.λ s∗.λQ.λP : CGc(Q(s∗)(@)(t∗)).2R

s∗(@, t∗)[P])
(t∗)(s∗)(λ s.λw.λ t.IOC-has-planned(s)(w)(t))(λe.λw.λ t.Tokyo-will-host-OGs(e)(w)(t)) iff
presup.: CGc(IOC-has-planned(s∗)(@)(t∗)) 2R

s∗(@, t∗)[λe.λw.λ t.Tokyo-will-host-OGs(e)(w)(t)] iff
presup.: CGc(IOC-has-planned(s∗)(@)(t∗)) ∀w[R-alts∗(w∗, t∗,w)→∃e∃t(t∗ ≤ t∧Tokyo-host-OGs(w)(t)(e))]

The analysis predicts that (1) is true in context c (with world @ and time 9/7/2013) at the condition that
there will occur an event of Tokyo hosting the OGs in the future of 9/7/2013 in every world compatible
with a presupposed state s∗, where s∗ is a state in which the IOC has made its relevant plan. In this case,
the variable R is contextually resolved as referring to the particular kind of forcing exerted by plans.

Other forcing readings. In the talk, we extend our account of (1) to other examples of form pNow Pq

amenable to forcing readings, in which P may be past tensed. These examples include the following:

(3) Now (that Usain Bolt has been disqualified,) Yohan Blake will win.
(4) Now you committed a crime last year. [Said after an ex post facto law has been enforced.]

Sentence (3) involves a causal forcing relation: (3) is true if and only if some state obtains now (the state
of Bolt’s being out of game) which causally forces the future eventuality of Blake’s winning. Sentence (4)
involves a kind of normative forcing, viz., the past event is forced by a certain normative frame holding
at present. Moreover, we show that our analysis allows for a treatment of two somehow complementary
puzzles involving time and necessity: the fatalistic argument discussed by Aristotle, and a more recent
argument, presented in [1], concluding to the possibility of changing the past. Due to space limitations,
here we can only outline our approach to the former argument.

The fatalistic puzzle. There are a few philosophical arguments that allow one to draw, from prima facie
plausible premises, the fatalist conclusion that the future is settled, that is, historically necessary. These
arguments are puzzling, for fatalism is a nearly incredible doctrine, especially if based on purely logico-
linguistic evidence. Here we shall only focus on a very simple reasoning, which Aristotle discusses in
his De Interpretatione (19a23-25; see [8] for an alternative reconstruction of the argument). Consider the
following sentence, which intuitively concerns a contingent eventuality:

(A) There will be a sea battle tomorrow.

By bivalence, (A) is either true or false. Let us start by assuming that (A) is true. If so, then (A) is true
now, that is:

(NowA) Now it is true that there will be a sea battle tomorrow.

But if it is already true now that there will be a sea battle tomorrow, then the battle is fated, that is,
inevitable – it is always too late to change the present. What is inevitable is not contingent. Therefore,

(C) It is not contingent that there will be a sea battle tomorrow.

We run into a similar conclusion if we assume that (A) is false. Since it does not rely on any specific feature
of the example, this argument can be generalized. Everyting is either inevitable or impossible: fatalism is
true.

Many philosophers grant the step from (A) to (NowA) and reject the one from (NowA) to (C) as
invalid (this is Ockham’s [5] solution; see also [2, 6, 4]). Our analysis of now-initial sentences strongly
suggests the opposite stance: the step from (NowA) to (C) is valid, and the invalid step is the one from
(A) to (NowA) (see [7] for a similar diagnosis). It is natural to think that, if a sentence of the form pNow
Pq receives a forcing reading within a certain context, then also the corresponding sentence pNow it is
true that Pq (or the like) receives a forcing reading in that context. But if so, we cannot pass from (A) to
(NowA) for the very same reason that we cannot pass from “There will be a sea battle tomorrow” to “Now
there will be a sea battle tomorrow”. As uttered in the relevant context, the second sentence entails that
a causal forcing relation exists between some present state and the future eventuality of there occurring a
sea battle tomorrow. Nothing similar holds for the first sentence in this dialectical context.

2
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Łukasiewicz and Prior: Free Will, Temporal Logic and Philosophy 

Zuzana Rybaříková1< http://orcid.org/0000-0002-6128-1868> 

 

The beginnings of modal and temporal logic are linked with the question of future contingents. Both of the most 

celebrated ancient tempo-modal logical arguments dealt with the question as to whether the future is open or not. 

While Aristotle’s Sea Battle-Tomorrow supports the view that the future is not determined yet, Diodoros’ Master 

Argument rejects (at least in some interpretations) the possibility of contingence in the future. The question of 

determinism and free will is also linked with the development of modern modal and temporal logic. There are 

two primary philosophers, who defended free will with the most enthusiasm, Jan Leopold Łukasiewicz and 

Arthur Norman Prior. While their passion for free will connected them, their philosophical views divided them.  

 

1. Łukasiewicz 

Łukasiewicz considered himself to be a logician not a philosopher. He was more interested in questions 

connected to logic than in philosophical questions. There is, however, one exception – determinism, as 

Skolmowski (1967, 63) argued. Nevertheless, his interest was deep and influenced his systems of many-valued 

logic. According to Łukasiewicz (1970, 114), there are two arguments which support determinism: causality in 

physics and bivalence in logic. The fact that causality causes determinism was rejected by Łukasiewicz in a 

thought experiment. Łukasiewicz (1970, 120–121) compared a sequence of instants with a line that represents 

real numbers and claimed that as there is always a number between any two real numbers, there is also an instant 

between any two instants. If lines of instants have the similar features as the line of real number, they are infinite 

even if they are limited on the both sides. Consequently, the infinite causal sequences could exist between every 

chosen time instants, even those which are in the future. Łukasiewicz concluded that the future is not necessarily 

influenced by the causes from the past and the present. While the movement of celestial bodies is predicable, the 

movement of particular bees or ouzels is not.  

Another Łukasiewicz’s (1998, 40) argument against determinism was that Aristotle’s rules of logic are not 

undeniable and that they can be rejected. Namely, Łukasiewicz rejected the rule of bivalence, i.e. that every 

statement must have one of two truth-values; truth or falsehood. Łukasiewicz (1970, 125) believed that this rule 

was rejected also by Aristotle in the 9th chapter of On Interpretation. Future contingent statements have, 

according to Łukasiewicz, a truth-value different from usual two values. He introduced the third value ½, by 

which this type of statement is evaluated. His later works even other many-valued systems of logic (see Surma 

2012, 332). Consequently, Łukasiewicz (1970, 125–127) overcame the determinism in logic by introduction of 

many-valued systems of logic. 

Łukasiewicz’s many valued systems of logic differ from other systems that deal with modality in one significant 

feature, the systems are extensional. The semantics of the systems is based on truth-values, as is the semantics of 

regular propositional calculus, even though there are more values than regular truth and falsehood (see Woleński 

1989, 133–134).  

 

2. Prior 

Free will played an important role in Prior’s logic and philosophy, as it played in Łukasiewicz’s work (see 

Øhrstrøm and Hasle 1995, 167–169). Prior was also a keen proponent of Łukasiewicz’s many-valued logic and 

his approach to determinism for a certain period of time (see e.g. Prior 1952; 1953). Łukasiewicz, who valued 

Prior’s adoption of his systems of logic and his Polish notation, pointed out, in a letter from 29 November 1955, 

                                                           
1 Man-Machine Interaction, New Technologies Research Centre, University of West Bohemia, Pilsen, the Czech Republic,  
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that Prior’s interpretation is not entirely correct. In addition, Łukasiewicz added in a letter from 20 January 1956 

a reaction to his paper Time and Modality, which Prior had sent him: 

You are an excellent logician, but I think that you are too much influenced by a bad 

philosophy. 

This bad philosophy, which Łukasiewicz mentioned, referred to the fact that the semantics of modal logic is not 

based on truth-values, and that modal logical systems are not extensional but intensional. In the letter, 

Łukasiewicz also pointed out that Prior might considered Aristotelian rules of logic as undeniable. The 

ontological views and the weight Łukasiewicz and Prior gave to rules of logic are the first two differences which 

could be found in their approach to philosophy.  

While Łukasiewicz criticised Prior’s inclination to intensionality, Prior formulated three crucial objections 

against Łukasiewicz’s system of logic. Firstly, Łukasiewicz’s is unable to escape Diodoran determinism (see 

Prior 1955a, 211–213), which Prior demonstrated on the analysis of Diodoran laws in the three-valued system of 

logic. Secondly, Łukasiewicz’s systems of many-valued logic contains oddities. For instance, Prior (1967, 135) 

mentioned the fact that in the three-valued logic the conjunction of two neuter propositions is also neuter even in 

the cases that these propositions are pairs of contradictories. Finally, according to Prior (1969, 35–37), certain 

parts of the natural language can only be described in the systems of intensional logic. 

 

These queries and his preference for intensional logic, lead him to a rejection of Łukasiewicz’s many-valued 

logic. In contrast, due to his metaphysical views, Łukasiewicz would not have approved of Prior’s intensional 

logic. The philosophical differences resulted in a break between Prior and Łukasiewicz in the mid-1950s, 

although they shared the same passion for free will. However, it is worth to point out, that both logicians 

benefited from their interaction. On the one hand, Prior made Łukasiewicz’s system more renowned and was one 

of few logicians who (even though just for a short period) took seriously Łukasiewicz proposal on extensional 

modal logic. Łukasiewicz, on the other hand, was one of the first modern logicians who questioned the 

Aristotelian rules of logic and considered them to be only artificial, which allowed logical pluralism. From this 

idea profited also Prior with his various systems of logic.2  
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Thank Goodness That’s Not Me 
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0 INTRODUCTION 

 A. N. Prior’s  argument in “Thank Goodness That’s Over,” or “Prior’s Argument” for 
short, raises two riddles for B-theory. Each riddle expresses a tensed propositional attitude, and 
the contention is supposed to be that B-theory cannot reduce the content of those attitudes in 
tenseless terms. In response, B-theorists typically withdraw the claim that A-facts—which are 
the kinds of things that answer each riddle—semantically reduce to B-facts. That being said, B-
theorists emphasize that Prior’s Argument does not refute their capital claim that all A-facts have 
tenseless truth conditions. Moreover, others have raised the criticisms that Prior’s Argument 
discredits itself or that objectionable assumptions are supporting its contention. Rather than 
contribute to the battery of criticisms, I argue that B-theorists who adopt an exdurantist view of 
persistence have the ontologically-driven language to give a tenseless account of the kind of 
problematic propositional attitudes at issue. 

 

1 PRIOR’S ARGUMENT 

 The pith of Prior’s Argument is this. We have certain propositional attitudes about the 
past and future. This includes desires, beliefs, preferences or, in the case at issue, gratitude. The 
formal objects of these attitudes have A-facts as their content. B-theory says that A-facts are 
reducible to B-facts. More specifically, they reduce to facts that don’t change over time. If 
they’re right, then tenseless facts are the proper objects of our propositional attitudes about the 
past and future. Yet some tenseless propositions do not give us a reason to have the propositional 
attitudes in question, such as gratitude. Therefore, some of our propositional attitudes about the 
past and future don’t boil down to B-facts. 
 Putting it more concretely, let’s separate Prior’s Argument into three components. The 
first component consists in some terminology that does not sacrifice neutrality, or so it seems, in 
the debate between the B-theorist—roughly, someone who analyses pastness (P), presentness 
(N), and futurity (F) in terms of dyadic relations between enitites—and the A-theorist—roughly, 
someone who takes “P,” “N,” and “F” as names for monadic properties that entities have. First, 
there’s “Prior’s Locution:” that is, “thank goodness that’s over.” Second, let’s stipulate that 
Prior’s Locution expresses gratitude, and let’s further stipulate that gratitude is a pro-attitude that 
takes a proposition as its content. Now if one were to utter Prior’s Locution, the thought is 
supposed to be that either there’s an A-fact that warrants your pro-attitude or a B-fact. For 
instance, which of the two following proposition prompts your pro-attitude: the proposition 
expressed by the utterance, “my alcohol poisoning occurs at some time earlier than another time” 
or the one expressed by, “my alcohol poisoning is past.” When you get down to it, the first 
proposition doesn’t give me a reason to feel gratitude; for on one reading, it might mean that 
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alcohol poisoning is occurring or will occur—something that no one would welcome. Put 
differently, it says that its occurrence is such that it obtains at a time earlier than another, but I’m 
not sure if that time is past, present, or future. But when it comes to experiences, we care for 
what kinds of experiences we have, and not just their timestamps. So either B-theorists must 
reject the warrant of our attitudes like gratitude or withdraw their claim that A-facts reduce to B-
facts. 

 

2 THE REACTION 

 We saw that the nature of Prior’s Argument is that B-theory must, but fails to, answer to 
a range of prior opinion about the timing of an event: i.e., fidelity constraints. As Gideon Rosen 
describes them, fidelity constraints are “expressions of the methodological conservatism that 
guides our search for ‘accounts’ or ‘analyses.’” In this case, the constraint that’s not being met is 
preserving the intelligibility of our concern for when one event happens, rather than when one 
event happens with respect to another. 
 B-theorists have reacted to Prior’s Argument by withdrawing their claim that there’s 
complete semantic reduction of the A-facts to B-facts, but they emphasize that our tensed 
propositional attitudes have B-facts as their content or truthmakers1. Indeed, the argument 
doesn’t show that our tensed propositional attitudes lack tenseless truth-conditons. Instead, 
Prior’s Argument just shows that tensed propositional attitudes are had in intensional contexts 
where substituting one expression of the attitude with another will change its truth value.2 
Besides, the Argument discredits itself. For there is an analogous argument according to which 
there are irreducibly spatial facts that are the objects of some propositional attitude, e.g., “thank 
goodness that earthquake’s not here.” If the analogous argument is successful, then we have 
special facts about spatial presence that lack non-spatial descriptions. Yet surely we deny that 
there are such special spacial facts, so there’s something wrong with the argument—including 
the analogous Prior’s Argument. In addition to discrediting itself, critics contend that its success 
as an argument against B-theory depends upon the contentious assumption that some pain’s 
being past warrants gratitude, or that gratitude is a justified propositional attitude to have. 

 

2 EXDURANCE 

 Rather than contribute to the battery of criticisms against Prior’s Argument, or merely 
withdraw the semantic claim of B-theory, I suggest that B-theorists have a way to translate 
tensed propositional attitudes into tenseless descriptions that (a) explain why it’s appropriate to 
feel gratitude and, most importantly, (b) explains the reason for which one takes that attitude. 
The latter constraint is important because, recently, Olley Pearson (2017) has argued that 
responses from B-theorists against Prior’s Argument have satisfied the former, but not the latter.  
 The rough proposal is that B-theorists can meet the fidelity constraint of conforming to 
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our temporal value asymmetry—the asymmetry in our attitudes towards present or future 
experiences versus past experiences—by letting egocentric considerations or asymmetri in our 
attitudes towards ourselves and other function as our temporal value asymmetry. To that end, B-
theorists who think that there’s something special or privileged about my existence at a time—
such as a stage theorist about perdurance (an exdurantist)—can use that metaphysical privilege to 
explain that the A-facts which figure into Prior’s Argument are reducible to the B-facts which 
pertain to our exdurance: X exdures iff X is a momentary stage whose persistence consists in 
counterpart relations. I argue that B-theorists who adopt exdurance can stay within the fidelity 
constraint that Prior’s Argument puts into focus: i.e., that we have (warranted) asymmetric 
attitudes towards an event’s being past or future. Instead of saying Prior’s Locution, the B-
theorist should say: “Thank Goodness That’s Not Me.” 
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Transition Semantics and the Passage of Time
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University of Konstanz, Germany
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Transition semantics is a novel approach to Prior’s theory of branching time. Branching time
structures depict the future as genuinely open. The picture is that of a tree, whose branches
represent possibilities for the future. Even though branching time structures do not represent
the passage of time, the idea that time passes is deeply engrained in our understanding of those
structures as a semantic device. It is encoded in the peculiar interrelation of possibility and time.
Building on local future possibilities, viz. transitions, the transition semantics provides a fine-
grained, dynamic framework for modeling the interrelation of possibility and time in branching
time structures and thereby brings to the fore the idea that time passes. In my talk, I will present
the transition semantics for branching time and discuss how the passage of time is reflected in that
framework.

The Theory of Branching Time In the theory of branching time, pioneered by Prior (1967),
the modal-temporal structure of the world is depicted as a tree of moments that is linear toward
the past and branches toward the future. Formally, a branching time structure is defined as a non-
empty strict partial ordering of momentsM = 〈M,<〉 that fulfills the following three conditions:
(1) the earlier-later relation < is left-linear, (2) any two moments have a greatest common lower <-
bound, and (3) there are no <-maximal moments. Every maximal <-chain in the tree of moments
represents a history, a complete possible course of events.

The picture evoked by the definition of a branching time structure is, first of all, an entirely
static one. The passage of time only enters the picture once we take a local standpoint in the tree of
moments, which is the perspective from which language is used. If we locate ourselves at a moment
in the structure, there may be various branches lying ahead of us; but as time progresses, at each
juncture, only one of the immediate future possibilities will be actualized and the remainder fades
way. The passage of time presents itself in the constant loss of future possibilities.

Transition Semantics In order to capture the peculiar interrelation of possibility and time
semantically, truth at a moment needs to be relativized to a possible course of events. The distinc-
tive feature of the transition semantics developed in Rumberg (2016) is that the relevant possible
courses of events do not have to be complete ones. Rather, incomplete possible courses of events
are admitted as well, which can then be extended toward the future. Possible courses of events are
modeled by chains of transitions, where each transition specifies one of the alternative immediate
future possibilities open at a branching point, as depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The possible course of events represented by a transition set. Transitions are indicated by little
arrows. The possible course of events is an incomplete one, viz. one that allows for two possible future
continuations.

The formal definition of a transition is based on the relation of undividedness: at each branching
point m, some pairs of histories branch while others continue to overlap for a certain while after
m, in which case they are said to be undivided-at-m. A transition is defined as an initial-outcome
pair 〈m�H〉 consisting of a branching point m and a cell of the partition induced by the relation
of undividedness at that very moment.

We can define a natural ordering ≺ between transitions: 〈m�H〉 ≺ 〈m′�H ′〉 iff m < m′ and
H ′ ( H. Every ≺-chain of transitions that is closed toward the past uniquely represents a possible
course of events, a complete or an initial partial one. It allows certain histories to occur while it
may exclude others. The set of histories allowed by a transition set T , in symbols: H(T ), is thereby
nothing but the intersection of the outcomes of the transitions in T (i.e. H(T ) :=

⋂
〈m�H〉∈T H).

1
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In the transition semantics, the indices of evaluation are m/T pairs consisting of a moment m and
a downward closed ≺-chain of transitions T that allows at least one history passing through m (i.e.
H(T ) ∩ Hm 6= ∅, where Hm is the set of histories containing m).
The future operator F of the transition semantics has both Peircean and Ockhamist traits. It
requires a future witness in every history that contains the moment of evaluation and is admitted
by the given transition set:

(F) M,m/T � Fφ iff for all h ∈ H(T ) ∩ Hm, there is some m′ ∈ h s.t. m′ > m and M,m′/T � φ.
Note that the truth value of a sentence about the future can change if the transition set is extended,
so that it stretches further into the future. In addition to temporal operators and an operator for
inevitability, the language of the transition semantics is equipped with a stability operator S, which
is interpreted as universal quantifier over the possible future extensions of a given transition set:

(S) M,m/T � Sφ iff for all T ′ ⊇ T s.t. H(T ′) ∩ Hm, M,m/T ′ � φ.
The stability operator enables us to give expression to the idea that contingencies about the future
dissolve as time progresses.

Time’s Passage The transition semantics provides a fine-grained, dynamic picture of the inter-
relation of possibility and time. In the structure determined by the various transition sets, time’s
passage shines through. Given a branching time structure, the set inclusion relation ⊆ induces a
left-linear partial order on the set of all possible transition sets. The ordering has a minimum,
which consists in the empty set of transitions, and it also contains maximal elements, viz. maximal
≺-chains of transitions, which represent complete possible courses of events. The passage from a
given transition set to one of its possible future extensions within that order mirrors the flow of
time: each extension rules out at least one possibility.

The dynamics underlying the transition approach becomes even more vivid if we focus on an
equivalent—set-theoretically less complex—characterization of transition sets. From an abstract
point of view, a transition set is nothing over and above the set of histories it admits. Transition sets
can be shown to correspond one-to-one to certain substructures of branching time structures, the
so-called prunings. In a nutshell, a pruning of a given branching time structure is a substructure of
the latter that is obtained by cutting out certain branches, namely all those branches that constitute
counterfactual possibilities given the course of events represented by the given transition set. More
generally put, a pruning of a branching time structureM is a substructureM′ ⊆M that shares
at least one history withM and is such that if it contains a branching point, it is upward closed
inM above that branching point. A example of a pruning is provided in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The branching time structure on the right is a pruning of the branching time structure on the
left. The right hand structure corresponds to the transition set provided in Fig. 1.

The correspondence between transition sets and prunings has the following property: whenever T ′

is an extension of T , the branching time structure corresponding to T ′ is a pruning of the branching
time structure corresponding to T . Taking into account the correspondence between transition sets
and prunings, the order defined by the various transition sets in a branching time structure can be
conceived of as a tree of trees: it is a tree-like arrangement of branching time structures where each
branching time structure is a pruning of its predecessors. The resulting picture is reminiscent of
McCall (1976, 1984)’s idea of modelling the flow of time in terms of branch attrition and provides
a rigorous formal characterization of that idea. Whenever time passes, possibilities vanish and
branches drop out of existence.
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TRL semantics and Burgess’ formula

Roberto Ciuni and Carlo Proietti

The Thin Red Line semantics (TRL semantics for short) is an extension of Prior’s Ockhamist
semantics which is seen by many as an accurate formalization of William of Ockham’s notion of
an actual future, and a suitable tool to interpret future contingents. TRL semantics allows to talk
about the actual future and to isolate the truth conditions of assertions such as “tomorrow there
will be a sea battle” (Fp) as distinguished from, e.g., “tomorrow there will necessarily be a sea
battle” (2Fp) or “tomorrow there will possibly be a sea battle” (3Fp).

The very idea of a ‘thin red line’ has met detailed criticism, notably by (Belnap and Green 1994,
Belnap et alii 2001) and (Restall 2011). In particular, (Restall 2011) notices that the formula φ→
PFφ is not valid along the semantic account based on the so-called ‘functional TRL’—a point that
had been noticed by (Øhrstrom 2009) already. This is an undesirable feature of the TRL-based
approach, and for two reasons. First, the formula above expresses an appealing principle on the
interaction between tenses, namely: if φ is true now, then it was the case that φ would be true.
Second, the thin red line has been proposed in order to provide a conceptually sound account of
future contingents, and this seems to have nothing to do with the principles that capture structural
features of the temporal structure. In a word: choice of the TRL-based machinery should not
decide for temporal validities.

(Braüner et al. 2000) approaches this problem and restores the validity of φ→ PFφ by intro-
ducing, for every moment t ∈ T , the notion of the set of counterfactual branches through t. The
particular TRL semantics by (Braüner et al. 2000) introduces a chronicle function Trl : T 7−→ HT ,
which assigns a history to each moment such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(TRL1) ∀t.t ∈ Trl(t)

(TRL2) ∀t, t′.(t < t′ ∧ t′ ∈ Trl(t))⇒ Trl(t) = Trl(t′)

and defines the set of counterfactual branches passing through t in terms of Trl:

C(t) = {h | t ∈ h & ∀t′ ∈ h(t < t′ ⇒ Trl(t′) = h)}

Importantly, truth is evaluated relative to a moment in time t and a branch h ∈ C(t). For instance,
the clause for F reads:

(T,<, Trl, v), t, h |= Fφ iff there exists a moment t′ ∈ C(t) such that t < t′

(T,<, Trl, v), t′, h |= φ

It is easy to check that, under this clause, φ→ PFφ is valid.

In this paper, we show that, although it fixes the problem above, the TRL semantics by
(Braüner et al. 2000) has a similar problem with the formula γ = 2G(p→ 3Fp)→ 3G(p→ Fp)

1
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that has been first discussed by (Burgess 1978) and later discussed by (Reynolds 2002). In particu-
lar, a consequence of (Burgess 1978) and (Reynolds 2002) is that γ is valid on the so-called full trees,
but not in the so-called bundled trees—we refer the reader to (Reynolds 2002) and (Zanardo 2006)
for more details on these structures.

We prove our technical point in three main steps. First, we show that, for every t ∈ T , the set
C(t) is a bundle of histories passing through t, and that, as a consequence,

⋃
t∈T C(t) determines

a bundled tree. Second, we provide a bundled tree TB that falsifies γ at a moment t ∈ T . Third,
we prove that TB can be coherently extended with a Trl function such that, for every t ∈ T ,
C(t) = B(t)—where B(t) is the bundle of histories passing t. Since B(t) guarantees the failure of γ
in the initial bundled tree, we have that the failure is secured in the ‘extended’ tree including the
Trl function.

A consequence of this technical point is that the TRL semantics by (Braüner et al. 2000)
falls short on the second methodological requirement we presented above: no interference of
the thin red line on the properties of the temporal structure. Additionally, γ and other related
formulas have been debated in the philosophy of branching-time logic—see (Belnap et alii 2001),
(Øhrstrom and Hasle 1995) —and a large camp has provided a number of reasons in favor of γ—
and full trees, as a consequence. Thus, the proposal by (Braüner et al. 2000) is in the somewhat
delicate situation of ruling out, by considerations applying to future contingents, a principle of
temporal reasoning and a representation of indeterministic time that have met the consensus of
quite a number of temporal logicians. Although we believe that definitive reasons are far from
being displayed and failure of γ deserves more consideration, we also believe that this should be
supported by specific reasons, and should not sneak in as a by-product of a formal device that
aimed at something completely different.

This leaves the following problem open: ‘Is γ bound to be invalid in any coherent TRL seman-
tics? ’ There is no obvious general answer for this question. However, we show that we can build
trees where the TRL semantics by (Braüner et al. 2000) is applied and yet formula γ is valid. In
particular, we show that the construction does not interfere with the conditions TRL1 and TRL2
and is, at least in principle, a viable option for saving TRL semantics from criticism. The question
remains open, of course, as to whether this addition is ad hoc, It is not even clear which kind of
completion of C is required to preserve full tree validity. For example, an analogous problem raises
the invalidity of F3Fp→ 3FFp, as pointed out by (Øhrstrom 2009). In the final part of this talk
we shall discuss this problem and some possible amendments of TRL semantics.
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Presentism and Cross-Time Relations 
R. D. Ingthorsson 
Presentism is the view that only the present exists; the future not yet, the past no longer (Prior 
1967; Bigelow 1996; Crisp 2005, Bourne 2006). This used to be the received view up until 
the late 19th Century, but is now a minority view. It is now gaining in popularity, mainly 
because of the growing realisation that presentism is impervious to McTaggart’s Paradox and 
the problem of temporary intrinsics (Ingthorsson 2016).  

Today, the main philosophical worry about presentism is the argument from cross-time 
relations (Bigelow 1996; Crisp 2005). If the future/past do not exist, the argument goes, then 
relations popularly believed to hold between the present and the future/past, do not exist 
either. Since these relations have come to figure centrally in the formulation of a range of 
fundamental notions, like causation, persistence, and truth (truth being central to our 
understanding of knowledge), then presentism is meant to entail the absurd conclusion that 
there is no causation, nothing persists, and we have no knowledge of the future/past. 

The argument from cross-time relations would be a reductio ad absurdum, if presentists 
were unable to offer viable alternatives, but they can. In this paper I will focus on causation 
and knowledge, and argue, first, that recent neo-Aristotelian powers-based accounts—which 
depict causation as the production of change through the interaction of powerful particulars—
is a viable presentist alternative account of causation. Second, I will argue that a rejection of 
the future and past only entails that we can have no knowledge about the future and past if it 
is assumed that nothing less than true justified belief can qualify as knowledge. I will argue 
that presentism is at least compatible with the possibility of true justified belief, notably about 
those features of reality that always obtain, like the laws of nature. And I will discuss whether 
it really would be so inconceivable to accept that we can only have justified belief about the 
future and past. Below, I’ll very briefly sketch my argument in each case. 

Powers-based accounts of causation, at least those which build on the Aristotelian 
tradition, represent a reaction to the standard view that causation is at rock bottom a two-place 
relation between temporally distinct entities. Instead they depict causal relations as a product 
of a more fundamental phenomenon; interaction between powerful particulars. In other 
words, causal relations are not constitutive of causation but in fact are the consequence of 
causation. On this account a cause is an interaction between two or more co-existing 
particulars that together constitute what is called a material system in physics. The interaction 
does not really bear a relation to its effect, but produces it. The influence exerted between the 
components of the system, provokes a change in each component and thus also in the system 
of which they are constituents. Causation, on this account, is a process of change in which a 
material system changes from one state to another due to the interaction between its 
component parts. To give an example, a brick colliding with a window will result in (i) a 
change in the state of motion of the brick, and (ii) the breaking of the window, which together 
results in a new state of affairs constituted by the brick lying at rest in a pile of broken glass; 
the cause and effect are not entirely distinct, but are two states of the same system.  

Causation in terms of interactions between powerful particulars presents the cross-time 
relations typically identified as the constituents of causation, as being consequences of 
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something more fundamental, the interaction between powerful particulars. Furthermore, it 
does not actually represent the relation between cause and effect as a relation between 
existents, but a process whose every stage involves a coming into and going out of being of 
the successive qualitative states.  

The objection that presentism cannot account for knowledge about the past is known as 
the Grounding Objection (see, e.g. Crisp 2007; Kierland 2013). It is based on two premises 
that are widely believed to be very plausible:  

(i) Every true proposition P has a truthmaker T 
(ii) Some of our claims about the future and past are true.  

However, it is argued, if the future and past do not exist, there can be no truthmakers in the 
future and past to make expressions about the future and past true, and then no expression 
about the future and past can be true. Consequently, no belief about the past can counts as 
justified and true, and hence none can count as knowledge. I will assume that the objection 
only concerns the past. If a solution is found for the past, the future will not be a problem. 

Presentists tend not to challenge the two assumptions on which the objection is based. 
Instead they argue that by denying the past they are not denying the existence of truthmakers 
for tensed expressions; the truthmakers only appear to be in the past, but really are in the 
present (for instance, Prior 1962; Bigelow 1996; Craig 2000; Cameron 2015). I call this the 
relocation strategy, because the strategy is to relocate the subject matter of these expressions 
from the past to the present in order to save the truth of tensed expressions.  

To my mind the relocation strategy is a bad strategy (Ingthorsson 2017). It only leads to 
the postulation of ethereal entities that don’t really fit to the down-to-Earth and concrete spirit 
of presentism. I think we can instead accept (i) but deny (ii). The first step is to recognise that 
even though presentists deny the existence of the past, they acknowledge the existence of 
everything that anyone has ever de facto appealed to in their justification of 
theories/hypotheses about the past—man made documentation, fossils, evolution theory, 
knowledge of the laws of nature—because they all obtain now. Let me call this the historical 
record. Consequently, justification of belief is no problem for the presentist. We can falsify 
theories/hypotheses about the past that don’t fit the historical record, and choose to believe on 
rational grounds the theories/hypotheses that do fit. But, according to presentism, these beliefs 
about the past cannot correspond to anything because the past no longer exists. Does this 
mean that we cannot say that we have knowledge about the past? Well, we would have to 
accept that our knowledge about the past is at best hypothetical, which is what we already 
acknowledge about our knowledge about the past, present, and future; knowledge is admitted 
to be in principle hypothetical and fallible.  

There is in other words an unresolved tension between the popular view that knowledge is 
true justified belief, and the equally popular view that knowledge is fallible. Presentism is at 
least compatible with the view that knowledge is fallible, and is thus not a view that entails 
without further ado that we cannot have knowledge of the past; it just entails that we cannot 
have infallible knowledge. 
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A logical framework for
the dynamic spotlight theory

Ciro De Florio, Aldo Frigerio, Alessandro Giordani

The moving spotlight theory (MST) of time is a conceptual framework
which accounts for the passage of time without giving up the advantages of
the eternalist conception of time. As it is well-known, in such a framework
the present moves from instant to instant like a spotlight on a fixed scenario.
In this paper, we will understand the spotlight theory as defined according
to four basic tenets:

1. Eternalism: all the instants of time, past, present, and future, exist,
where the concept of existence is to be intended as univocal and tense-
less.

2. Absolutism: the instants of time can be divided into past, present, and
future in an absolute way; in particular, there is a fact about which
instant is present.

3. Block universe: the state of the universe is fixed except for what instant
of time is the present instant; hence, the identity of the universe as a
block is fixed.

4. Dynamism: the division of the instants of time into past, present, and
future is constantly changing; in particular, what instant of time is the
present instant is not fixed.

The aim of this paper is to put forward a logical characterization of MST by
providing a formal model of it .

The models we introduce are based on the notion of temporal frame. A
temporal frame is simply a pair (T,≤), where T 6= ∅ is interpreted as the
set of instants of time and ≤ is a reflexive and transitive relation on T . No
further constraint on the structure of time is assumed, so branchings both

1
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towards the future and the past are allowed. We are not requiring that
the T is a chain, since neither eternalism nor block universe imply such an
assumption. A special function selects a unique element of T as the present
instant. A static model is quite standard. We depart from standard static
model only in distinguishing to different operators for the past (< P > and
< P ! > ) and for the future (< F > and < F ! >). < P > φ states that φ is
true at one of the instants that precedes the time at which that proposition is
evaluated, while < P ! > φ states that φ is true in the actual past, i.e. at one
of the times that precedes the present instant; analogously, < F > φ states
that φ is true at one of the times that is preceded by the time at which that
proposition is evaluated, while < F ! > φ states that φ is true in the actual
future, i.e. at one of the times that is preceded by the present instant. We
then introduce the notion of a variant of a model: a variantM ′ of a modelM
is a model that differs from M just for the location of the present instant. A
dynamic model is a chain of a variants of a model. In particular, a dynamic
model based on M contains the present model of the universe together with
a chain constituted by models of the past of the universe with respect to M .
Hence, even if T is not a chain, the actual past of the universe is a chain.
However, and this is the crucial point, it is not a chain of instants, but a
chain of models of the universe at the instants that have been actually present
in the past. We will show that a dynamic model is suitable to account for all
aspects of the spotlight theory, its dynamic aspect included.

2
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ABSTRACT 

Ingthorsson, McTaggart’s Paradox and the R-theory of Time 

In his valuable book on McTaggart’s Paradox, R. D. Ingthorsson (2016) makes some provocative 
claims regarding the scholarship on McTaggart’s argument for the unreality of time.  Most 
notable is his claim that the key assumption that McTaggart employs in his argument, namely, 
the principle of temporal parity, is a basic tenet of the B-theory and therefore, B-theorists cannot 
appeal to McTaggart’s argument to support their view.  In other words, McTaggart’s argument for 
the unreality of the A-series, and therefore of time, for which it is essential, is also an argument 
against the B-series, and therefore, the B-theory of time. In the Conclusion Ingthorsson expresses 
this point as follows: “But, in the end, the central question still is, do all times exist in parity or 
not?  If they do [as the B view maintains], then how should we understand such a reality as 
temporal?  That is, wherein lies the temporality of earlier than and later than?” (p. 141) 

A further provocative claim Ingthorsson makes is that virtually all commentators on 
McTaggart’s philosophy of time have erred in one way or another by not realizing and failing to 
call attention to the connection between his a priori metaphysics, that is, his view of Absolute 
Reality and his view of Present Experience.  His argument is intended to demonstrate that time as 
it is given to us in experience cannot be real because it cannot exist in Absolute Reality as 
McTaggart conceives of it.  For that reason, he is highly critical of C. D. Broad who claims that 
McTaggart’s argument is a stand-alone argument that does not depend on his idealist 
metaphysics.  

Finally, Ingthorsson argues that McTaggart is not concerned with the language of time, 
but the ontology of time.  McTaggart’s argument is not based on the proper semantic analysis of 
tensed discourse, but rather, with what tensed discourse is about, that is, what are the truth-
makers of sentences which record facts of temporal becoming, such as It is raining, it’s raining 
had been future and will be past. Ingthorsson argues that given the principles that underlie 
McTaggart’s substance ontology, the ontological ground of time as we experience it cannot exist, 
and since McTaggart does not believe in things that are real but do not exist, he concludes that 
time is unreal.  Thus, it is a mistake to claim as Broad, Lowe and others have done that 
McTaggart’s argument is based on linguistic confusions.  

  At the outset, I would like to say that I applaud Ingthorsson’s emphasis on the ontology 
that underlies McTaggart’s argument, and given the ontology he attributes to McTaggart, would 
not contest that he demonstrates that time is unreal.  So, I wholeheartedly agree with his 
emphasis on ontological analysis and not on semantic analysis.   However, I think a textual case 
can be made for questioning the claim that McTaggart’s a priori metaphysics developed in Book 
I is what he demonstrates is incompatible with the phenomenology of time he discusses in Book 
II.  More specially, in Book I he argues that characteristics, including relations are simple and 
unanalyzable universals, but in his 1908 article, before he completed his a priori metaphysics and 
in Book II, after he completed it, McTaggart claims to have reduced or defined temporal relations 
in terms of the A-series alone or in terms of the application of the A-series to the C-series, and it 
is that reduction of temporal relations to temporal characteristics that is the basis of his argument 
for the unreality of time. (See, Oaklander, 2002) 
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I would also question whether McTaggart’s argument for the unreality of time shares a 
common assumption with Russell’s view (that McTaggart claims to be critiquing in 1927), that 
the series generated by temporal relations alone constitutes time.  Ingthorsson claims that just as 
McTaggart’s ontology implies that all temporal positions whether past, present or future exist 
equally, on the B-theory all times co-exist equally even if they are not simultaneous.  It is the co-
existence of everything, that is common to McTaggart and the B-theorists.  As he puts it,  

To illustrate the fundamental difference between A theorists, on the one side, and 
McTaggart and the B theorists, on the other [we can say:] The former cannot understand 
why we should think of the future and past as an existing reality—at least not one 
separate from what exists in the present—and thus fail to see why we should interpret 
claims about the future and past as claims about something non-present and yet existing, 
whereas the latter cannot understand how we can fail to think of the future and past as 
co-existing with the present, even though they are not co-located in time. (p. 89) 

To explain what I consider to be wrong about how Ingthorsson characterizes the fundamental 
agreement between McTaggart and the B-theorists it will be necessary to distinguish 
McTaggart’s understanding of B-relations and the B-series from Russell’s understanding of the 
R-relations and the R-series. (See Oaklander, 2016, 2015, 2014 and 2012)  Given the 
incommensurability between McTaggart and Russell analysis of the “B-series” it is a mistake to 
claim that McTaggart’s assumption (namely, the co-existence of all past, present and future times 
or the temporal parity thesis) in his argument against the A-theory can also be employed in 
demonstrating that “the conception of temporal reality as a series of events that are permanently 
related as earlier/later than each other—the B series [qua R-series]—is a conception of a 
changeless reality and consequently not a conception of a temporal reality.” (Ingthorsson, p. 92). 

 Clearly, to develop each of these points within the confines of ten pages is not realistic.  
However, I hope that the above abstract will give you a good idea of one or more of the 
directions that my presentation may take. 

        L. Nathan Oaklander  
        University of Michigan-Flint 
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